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most of tjhese who were famous held college degrees-in colleges, Boston,

Cornell,. Harvard, in fact, if you retail* the editor of the*paper was a—

* Princeton graduate. I think that we have so many things to be proud of

in terms of history of education here in Northeastern Oklahoma. I know *

r * < • •' ' • '

. J every time I read pertaining to hfstory, I can fit it in cause I under-

stand the trial8 and tribulations we went through"; I will close'with

this*statement, that I think the history of Eastern Oklahoma .is 'compli- :.
1 * - -A, * ' >

cated as Peyton Place. '
(Laughter) .,. *^

r

. Thank you very much.

CLOSING REMARKS BY MARTIN RAGERSTRAND ~

(Applause) . .

Dr. Underwood, we are truly .grateful for your presentation

j:hink this rounds Out in a unique way some of the interesting history

and highlights of Cherokee culture*, and certainly gives an indication- -

• of why this history is so important and so interesting. We are grateful

for your presentation. 1 .

Now, remember, next week, same location, same place, same time, the \

speaker is Honorable Earl Boyd Pierce, the General Council of the *

Cherokee tribe In which there is no greater Cherokee perhaps in terms of

his dedication to th» tribe and understanding and knowledge of tribal

historyf. The other day, we heard the history from the unbias history. \

from the southern part of view and.so on and I think we'll get an unbiased

history from the Cherokee's point of view here while, next week when

Pierce discusses the Cherokee tribal government, and the history of that

i government and so on. Are thefe any questions anyone wants to ask Dr.
l ' / i . \

Underwood? No questions? ' r


